INTEGRATED VISION-BASED SYSTEM FOR EFFICIENT, SEMIAUTOMATED CONTROL OF A ROBOTIC MANIPULATOR
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Purpose- Develop an integrated, computer vision-based system to operate a commercial wheelchair-mounted
robotic manipulator (WMRM). In addition, a gesture recognition interface system was developed specially for
individuals with upper-level spinal cord injuries (SCIs) including object tracking and face recognition to
function as an efficient, hands-free WMRM controller.
Design/Methodology/Approach- Two Kinect cameras were used synergistically to perform a variety of simple
object retrieval tasks. One camera was used to interpret the hand gestures and locate the operator’s face for
object positioning, and then send those as commands to control the WMRM. The other sensor was used to
automatically recognize different daily living objects selected by the subjects. An object recognition module
employing the Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm was implemented and recognition results were
sent as a commands for “coarse positioning” of the robotic arm near the selected object. Automatic face
detection was provided as a shortcut enabling the positing the objects close by the subject’s face.
Findings- The gesture recognition interface incorporated hand detection, tracking and recognition algorithms,
and yielded a recognition accuracy of 97.5% for an eight-gesture lexicon. Tasks’ completion time were
conducted to compare manual (gestures only) and semi-manual (gestures, automatic face detection and object
recognition) WMRM control modes. The use of automatic face and object detection significantly reduced the
completion times for retrieving a variety of daily living objects.
Originality/value- Integration of three computer vision modules were used to construct an effective and handfree interface for individuals with upper-limb mobility impairments to control a WMRM.
Keywords Spinal cord injuries; gesture recognition; wheelchair-mounted robotic arm; object
recognition.
Paper Type Research paper
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1. Introduction
Previous studies have been conducted to develop wheelchair-mounted robotic
manipulators (WMRMs) that provide persons with upper extremity mobility
impairments, such as persons with upper-level SCIs, greater autonomy and less reliance
on others in retrieving and manipulating objects for activities of daily living (ADL)
(Amat, 1998; Chung and Cooper, 2012; Kim et al., 2012).
The development of WMRMs has been facilitated by the availability of commercial
robotic arms emerging in the market. For instance, the Manus manipulator, produced by
Exact Dynamics® is a 6 degree of freedom (DoF) robotic manipulator that can be reprogrammed and mounted to a wheelchair system (Eftring and Boschian, 1999). The
JACO robotic arm developed by Kinova® is a light-weight robotic manipulator that is
designed to be mounted to a motorized wheelchair to help people with upper limb
impairments with ADL (Maheu et al., 2011). However, these commercially-available
systems are designed to be controlled by traditional modalities (i.e. joystick), which may
not be usable by operators with upper extremity motor impairments.
Prior investigations in human-computer interaction (HCI) for persons with upper
extremity motor impairments or quadriplegics has resulted in alternate user input options.
The greatest advances have occurred in personal computer (PC) control utilizing speech
recognition, facial expression, eye tracking, and hand gesture recognition (Jacko, 2011;
Reale et al., 2011). However, these HCI modalities, which do not rely upon switch or
joystick operation, have also been useful for controlling actuated assistive technology
(AT) devices, such as driving intelligent wheelchairs. Alternate input modalities that do
not require switch, button or joystick operation for directly or semi-autonomously
controlling intelligent wheelchairs include speech recognition (Nishimori et al., 2007),
gesture recognition (Reale et al., 2011) tongue movement (Vaidyanathan et al., 2007), or
electromyography (EMG) and electrooculography (EOG) (Tsui et al., 2007). More
modalities can be combined for smart wheelchairs control. For example, facial gestures,
EMG, and voice commands were integrated to control an intelligent wheelchair (Moon et
al., 2003). For an exhausted review of the literature in this field, refer to Simpson’s
review (Simpson, 2005).
These control modalities also have benefits for controlling robotic arms for WMRM
systems, though the positioning of the robotic gripper in three-dimensional Cartesian
space and prehensile manipulating of objects provide unique challenges. However,
existing HCI modalities (Kim et al., 2012) as well as emerging brain computer interfaces
(BCI) (Palankar et al., 2009) and state-of-the-art computer vision systems have been
shown to be capable controllers for WMRM systems (Kim et al., 2009; Tsui et al., 2007).
This latter work has shown that a camera mounted in the hand of the robotic manipulator
provides an effective visual interface for WMRM control (Chung and Cooper, 2012; Kim
et al., 2012; Tsui et al., 2011). Vision-based systems have become more popular for
wheelchair navigation and WMRM control (Yanco, 2000). A vision-based system,
named Wheeley, was developed to navigate a robotic wheelchair by interpreting the cues,
such as building directories at entrances and room numbers (Bailey et al., 2007; Yanco,
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2000). A vision-based system was evaluated for use with the UCF-MANUS WMRM
using a touchscreen interface. It was found equivalent to other input modalities but
significantly better than the trackball operation (Kim et al., 2012).
We developed an upper limb gesture recognition system to control a WMRM
utilizing the JACO robotic arm. Hand and arm gestures are an intuitive communication
form and provide an effective HCI modality. Gesture recognition does not require sensors
or other contacts to the operator’s body compared to other HCIs, such as EMG, EOG,
tongue drives. Likewise, the user does not need to make contact with buttons, joysticks,
touchscreens, or sip and puff straws allowing free arm movement during AT device
control (Hashimoto et al., 2009). Moreover, the lexicon of hand gestures for a gesture
recognition-based interface can be customized to meet the requirements of the users for
certain tasks. The works in (Wachs et al., 2005) have shown that gestures are a simple
and intuitive modality for robotic manipulator control. A comparison between our system
and other similar state-of-the-art interfaces is shown in Table I.
Table I. Comparison with other interfaces

State of the art

Input modality

Wheelchair
mounted
robot
manipulator
(WMRM)

Wheeley
(Bailey et al., 2007)

Joystick

One WMRM
(two-fingered
gripper)

6


Stereo camera
(one)

Fixed on the
wheelchair

Human-in-the-loop
(Tsui et al., 2011)

Joystick
Touchpad

One WMRM
(two-fingered
gripper)

6


Stereo camera
(two)

Fixed on the
wheelchair

PerMMA
(Wang et al., 2012)

Joystick
Touch screen

Two WMRMs
(two-fingered
gripper)

6


Web camera
(two)

Fixed on the
wheelchair

Assistive Robot
(Kim et al., 2012)

Touch screen
Trackball
Microphone and
jelly switch
Trackball and
jelly switch

One WMRM
(two-fingered
gripper)

6


Stereo camera
(one)

Fixed on the
wheelchair

Robotic smart
house
(Park et al., 2007)

Hand gesture
Voice
Body movement
Posture

Robotic hoist
Intelligent bed
and
wheelchair

--


Web Camera
(three)

Standalone

Our system

Hand gesture
Automatic object
recognition

One WMRM
(threefingered
gripper)

6

DoF

Vision

Setting


3D sensors (two)

Fixed on the
wheelchair
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Fig. 1. System Architecture

In our previous studies (Jiang et al., 2012a), a gesture recognition-based interface was
designed and developed to allow individuals with upper-level SCIs to send commands for
robotic control. In this paper, we combine this gesture recognition-based interface with
face and object recognition modules for subjects to more efficiently retrieve daily living
objects (Pirsiavash and Ramanan, 2012) in the environment. This study allows for further
investigation of this completely vision-based WMRM controller.
2. System Architecture
The architecture of the proposed system is illustrated in Figure 1. Two Kinect® (Yanik et
al., 2012) video cameras were employed and served as inputs for the gesture recognition
and object detection modules respectively. One camera is mounted to the wheelchair and
faced to the subject for gesture recognition and face detection, and the other camera is
faced down to recognize the objects. The results of these two modules were then passed
as commands to the execution modules to control the JACO robotic arm (Kinova, Inc.,
Montréal, Canada). Briefly, these modules are described as follows:
2.1. Gesture Recognition Module
The video input from Kinect camera was processed in four stages using for gesture
recognition based WMRM system control; foreground segmentation, hand detection,
tracking, and hand trajectory recognition stage. Foreground segmentation was used to
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increase computational efficiency by reducing search range for hand detection and later
stage process. The face and hands were detected from the foreground which provided an
initialization region for hand tracking stage. The tracked trajectories were then segmented
and compared to the pre-constructed motion models and classified them as certain
gesture groups. The recognized gesture was then encoded and passed as command to
control the WMRM.
2.2. Object Recognition Module
The goal of the object recognition module is to detect the different daily living objects
and assign a unique identifier for each of these objects. A template was created for each
object being recognized. These templates were compared to each frame in the video
sequence to obtain the best matching object. The results were then encoded and passed as
commands to position the robotic manipulator.
2.3. Automatic Face Detection Module
A face detector (Viola and Jones, 2001) was employed in this module to perform
automatic face detection. The goal was to provide a shortcut for the subjects to position
the objects to the front of the face by controlling the robotic arm.
2.4. Execution Module
The robotic arm was programmed as a wrapper using JACO API under C# environment
which was then called by the main program. The JACO robotic arm was mounted to the
seat frame of a motorized wheelchair. The robotic arm was controlled by the encoded
commands from gesture recognition, automatic face detection and object recognition
module.
3. Methodology
3.1. Gesture Recognition-Based Interface
In this section, a brief introduction is provided for the gesture recognition-based interface
(Figure 1. left column). A detailed description can be referred to (Jiang et al., 2012a,
2012b).
3.1.1. Foreground Segmentation
Two steps were adopted in this stage to segment the human body and its connected
components (i. e, the wheelchair) as the foreground. In the first step, the depth
information was acquired by a Kinect sensor with depth value D(i, j) for each pixel,
where, i and j denote the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the pixel. Each frame was
then thresholded by the depth value of each pixel. Two thresholds (TDH and TDL) were set
to remove the pixels outside this range (Jiang et al., 2012b). Only those pixels with a
depth value between TDH and TDL were kept in a binary mask image. In the second step,
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the largest region was extracted as the foreground and all the remaining blobs with a
smaller area were discarded. The largest region contains not only the human body, but
also its connected components.
3.1.2. Hand Detection and Tracking
Skin color detection was conducted by employing two 3D histogram models. A face
detector (Viola and Jones, 2001) was used to remove the face region and extract the
remaining two largest blobs as the hand regions. The face and hands detection results
were only used to provide an initialization region for hand tracking. A three dimensional
particle filter framework was employed to track the hands through all the video sequence
by incorporating both color and depth information. In addition, an interaction model
using motion and spatial information was integrated to the particle filter framework to
solve “false merge” (when the tracker loses the object being tracked and mistakenly
focuses on a different object that has higher observation likelihood) and “false labeling”
(when exchange of labels assigned to objects after interaction or occlusion occurs). These
problems usually occur when hands cross or overlap each other (Jiang et al., 2012a,
2012b).
3.1.3. Trajectory Recognition
An eight-gesture lexicon (Figure 2) was adopted for the gesture recognition based
interface (Jiang et al., 2012a). The acquired hand positions from the tracking stage were
then formed as trajectories and compared with the motion models of each gesture in the
lexicon. The motion models were created by using the training data collected from eight
able-bodied and two subjects with quadriplegia. The training data was then aligned using
the dynamic time warping algorithm (Aach and Church, 2001). The CONDENSATION
algorithm (Black and Jepson, 1998) was then used to recognize the input gesture
trajectories. The state S at time t was extended to be used for two hand gestures as
Equation (1):
St = (µ, φi, αi, ρi) = (µ, φright, φleft, αright, αleft, ρright, ρleft).
(1)
where, µ is the index of the motion models, φ is the current phase in the model, α is an
amplitude scaling factor, ρ is a time dimension scaling factor, i equals to right hand, or
left hand. Each classified gesture was then passed as commands to control the WMRM.
As mentioned in (Tsui et al., 2011) this gesture recognition based interface can provide a
recognition accuracy of 95.8%.

Fig. 2. Gesture lexicon. (a) upward; (b) downward; (c) rightward; (d) leftward; (e) clockwise circle; (f)
counter-clockwise circle; (g) figure S; (h) figure Z.
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3.2. Object Recognition
An object recognition module was developed concurrently with the gesture recognitionbased interface to provide more efficient operation for quadriplegic users in retrieving
objects (Figure 1, right column). Each frame of the video sequences was captured by a
Kinect camera. The distance of each pixel within an object from the depth sensor was
mapped to intensity levels. Thus, the nearer the object is from the sensor, the higher the
intensity is. An example of the color and depth frames is shown in Figure 3. In this
figure, different daily living objects that a wheelchair user would be expected to often
retrieve and bring to one’s face were tested, including a box of tissues, cordless
telephone, water bottle, coffee mug, and electric shaver. In addition, these objects vary
significantly in shape, size, and weight for more exhaustive testing of object recognition
and robotic arm manipulation.

Fig. 3. (a) Color frame of test objects (b) Depth frame of test objects.

A Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) algorithm was employed to recognize these
daily living test objects (Bay et al., 2006). A template with SURF features for each object
was created before the object recognition process. Each frame captured by the Kinect
camera was passed as input to the object recognition system. The SURF algorithm was
then applied to each frame to acquire the features. These obtained features were then
compared to the template features to get the best matching point pairs which were used to
localize the objects (Figure 4). The label for each object was given to the matching
object. Since SURF is a feature matching algorithm, a template of each object of interest
needs to be acquired and properly annotated for future recognition. Then, a dictionary
was constructed including the aforementioned templates. The templates include a: (a) box
of tissues, (b) cordless telephone, (c) water bottle, (d) coffee mug, and (e) electric shaver.
After localizing the objects, the robotic manipulator could be automatically directed
to the position of the object. However, in this study we did not tackle the problem of how
to grab random objects. The objects selected for grabbing was from the pre-built library.
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In terms of these constraints, the robotic arm needed to be fixed in a position where the
object was not touched. The highest point of the object was extracted by computing the
smallest value within the detected object region in the depth frame. This object
recognition and localization process is called “coarse localization”. In this paper, “fine
localization” for object grasping and manipulating were accomplished by hand gesture
recognition-based control.

Fig. 4. Automatic Recognition of Daily Living Objects.

3.3. Robotic Manipulator Control Policies
The JACO robotic manipulator was mounted on the left side of the wheelchair
(Figure 5(a)) to provide users with disabilities more capabilities to interact and
manipulate the objects in the environment (Figure 5(b)). The JACO robotic arm was
manufactured specifically to be mounted on wheelchairs to assist users in performing
manipulation tasks. A C# wrapper was implemented using the resident JACO API to
control the robotic manipulator. The JACO robotic manipulator has 6 degrees of freedom
that were separated into three control modes: 3-D translation of the hand, wrist rotation,
and finger grasping. During operation each mode had to be selected. Under translation
and wrist control mode, three axes were controlled. Under finger control mode, two or
three finger grasping could be selected. The eight-gesture lexicon in Figure 2 was used to
control the system. A mapping between the gestures and the robotic control modes are
shown in Table II.
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Table II. Gesture controls for the robotic arm.
JACO Arm Control Mode
Gesture
Upward

Translation
(Directional hand motion)
Up

Downward

Down

Rightward

Right

Leftward

Left

Clockwise Circle

Forward

Counter-clockwise Circle Backward
Z
S

Change mode
(translation to wrist)
Change mode
(translation to finger)

Wrist

Finger

Wrist rotation
(clockwise)
Wrist rotation
(counter-clockwise)
Lateral orientation
(index side)
Lateral orientation
(thumb side)
Vertical orientation
(top side)
Vertical orientation
(bottom side)
Change mode
(wrist to translation)
Change mode
(wrist to finger)

--

(a)
Fig. 5. (a) JACO robotic arm (b) Object manipulation.

-Open three fingers
Close three fingers
Open two fingers
Close two fingers
Change mode
(finger to wrist)
Change mode
(finger to translation)

(b)

3.4. Robotic Manipulator Control Policies
The robotic manipulator could be controlled through the integration of the gesture
recognition-based interface, object recognition module, and automatic face detection. The
gesture recognition controller was used to operate the robotic manipulator for fine
localization. The object recognition and face detection modules were used for coarse
localization of the robotic arm to the selected object and the user’s face to provide more
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efficient robotic arm control. This flow chart of the proposed system is described in Figure
6.

Users with Upperlevel SCIs
Face
Localization
Automatic
Face
Detection

Hand Gestures
Gesture
Recognition
based Interface

Robotic Arm
“Navigation”

Object
Recognition
based Interface

“Object Fine
Localization
”
Robotic Arm
Control

“Object Coarse
Localization”

Daily Living Objects
Object
Manipulation

Fig. 6. Integrated computer vision system flow chart

4. Experiments and results
Preliminary experimentation was conducted with three able-bodied subjects to
demonstrate the validity of the system. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval
has been obtained to conduct this study. Although no subjects with upper-level spinal
cord injuries were recruited in this experiment section, the gesture lexicon was
constructed with three subjects with upper extremity mobility impairments and the
gesture recognition based control system has already been evaluated with two subjects
with quadriplegia (Jiang et al., 2012a, 2012b). In this paper, we plan to test a more
efficient means to operate a WMRM using the proposed optimized vision-based system.
Five daily living objects (box of tissues, coffee mug, electric shaver, cordless phone and
16 ounce drink bottle) were selected as test targets to be manipulated by the vision-based
system. These test objects were selected based on their variety of shapes, sizes, and
weights. Two sets of performance experiments were compared. One is the “Manual”
control experiment, which was to have subjects only use gestures to position the robotic
manipulator to a test object, pick up the object, and position it in front of the face of the
subject. The other experiment is “Semi-automatic” control, which was to perform object
recognition to position the robotic arm to the top of the test objects and then use hand
gestures to perform “fine positioning” and picking up the object. Then automatic face
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detection was used to position the object in front of the subject’s face. The gesture
lexicon in Figure 2 was used in this section for robotic arm control (Figure 7).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7. Gesture recognition based robotic control sample results. (a) up; (b) right; (c) forward; (d) change mode
(translation to finger mode); (e) down; (f) leftward; (g) backward; (h) change mode (translation to wrist mode).

The average task completion time (mean with variance) for object grasping was
compared (Figure 8). As expected, there was a significant difference between the average
task completion time of “Semi-automatic” (176.9s) and “Manual” (287.4s) control.

Average Task Completion
Time (second)

Robotic Manipulator Control
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Semi-automatic

Manual

Control Mode

Fig. 8. Comparison between semi-automatic and manual robotic manipulator control modes, single
factor ANOVA, p<0.05.
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Average task completion time (mean with variance) for particular objects were also
performed (Figure 9). There was no significant difference in task completion times
among different objects. However, for the objects as cordless phone, since it needed to be
grasped without touching the keyboard, the subjects may need more time to figure out a
proper orientation to move towards it under “manually control”. While under “Semiautomatic” control, the robotic arm was already located above the object, so the subjects
only need to rotate the robotic arm with a few operations and then move the robotic arm
down to grasp the cordless phone which cost them less time.

Average Task Completion Time
(second)

Object Grasping Task
Semi-automatic

Manually

500

400
300
200

100
0

Tissue

Drink Shaver

Cup

Phone

Object Identity

Fig. 9. Comparison among different object grasping tasks, single factor ANOVA, p<0.05 .

5. Discussion
This paper presents a pilot study of an integrated vision-based WMRM system that
uses only gesture recognition or a combination of gesture recognition and automated
object detection. In this section, the limitations of the gesture recognition and object
detection algorithms, and experimental results are discussed.
Since the centroids of the face and hands were detected by applying the skin and nonskin color histogram models, several limitations exists. First, the system works for a
single user and the performance of the system may be affected when the user wear short
sleeves. More users appearing simultaneously in front of the camera may result in errors
for the gesture recognition process. In addition, it is expected that the system was enabled
when the users sit in the wheelchair.
The SURF algorithm was applied for objects recognition. SURF can be used for
detection once it was previously trained with a dataset of instances of the same object
under different conditions/configuration. For this reason, it can only be applied to known
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objects. For recognition of unknown objects, one shot learning techniques can be used
(Fei-Fei et al., 2006; Jiang et al., 2013a). To speed up the algorithm for real-time object
recognition, GPU-based SURF can be applied, and this will be the subject of future work.
Two sets of experiments were conducted to test the feasibility of the system:
“Manual” and “Semi-automatic” control. The two types of control took users an average
of 287.4s and 176.9s, respectively, to accomplish object retrieval tasks. The average time
includes: the users’ fine motor operation, the gestural commands’ recognition and the
robot’s reaction time. Assuming we cannot speed up the user’s manual operation of the
robotic arm, the more effective solution has been to apply automatic detection algorithms
to reduce the task completion time. By applying algorithms to automatically grab objects
according to their geometric characteristics, we were able to reduce the time and user
effort required to perform largely course movements of the robotic arm. Joystick and
keyboard manual control of the JACO robotic arm by quadriplegics has shown to be both
mentally (making errors) and physically tiring when performing typical targeting and
pouring tasks. In addition, the standard joystick that came with the JACO robotic arm
was inaccessible to some quadriplegics due to fine motor impairments in their hands
(Jiang et al., 2013b). We believe this integrated vision-based control for the robotic arm
will be both more accessible and less time-consuming than standard control modalities.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper demonstrates the feasibility and greater efficiency of a WMRM control
system that implements an integrated gesture recognition-based interface, compared to
traditional interfaces for control. The algorithm used includes both face and object
recognition capabilities.
An eight-gesture lexicon was employed and mapped to the robotic control functions.
The gesture recognition-based interface provides individuals with high level SCIs a
noninvasive method to control a WMRM and interact with objects around them.
The object recognition module simplified the process of robotic arm navigation and
reduced the task completion time for object grasping. The face detection module
provided the subjects with a shortcut to move the robotic arm towards the face instead of
manually localizing and directing the robot towards it. It was shown that this “semiautomatic” mode saves users time and labor in performing common retrieval tasks, which
would be the bulk of activity for a WMRM.
Moreover an “automatic” mode may further reduce the time for individuals with SCIs
to control the robotic arm, but also it would constrain the user’s control and flexibility.
The “semi-automatic” control mode is a good compromise between these two conflicting
objectives and serves as an optimal solution. The semi-automatic mode saves time and
effort for the users and at the same time provides them with more flexibility in robotic
arm control for object manipulation.
Future work will include; (1) recruiting more subjects, particularly those with upperlevel SCIs, (2) integrating the whole system in a more efficient and practical design for
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practical use for wheelchair users, and (3) improving object recognition algorithm to
allow the robotic arm to grasp objects according to their affordance.
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